For radiative electron capture into the K shell of bare uranium ions, a study of the polarization properties has been performed. For this purpose a position sensitive germanium detector has been used as an efficient Compton polarimeter. This enabled us to measure the degree of linear polarization by analyzing Compton scattering inside the detector and to determine the orientation of the polarization plane. Depending on the observation angle and the beam energy used, the radiation is found to be linearly polarized by up to 80%. In all cases studied, the plane of polarization coincides with the collision plane. The results will be discussed in the context of rigorous relativistic calculations, showing that relativistic effects tend to lead to a depolarization of the radiation emitted. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.97.223202 PACS numbers: 34.80.Lx, 32.30.Rj, 32.80.Cy, 32.80.Fb Radiative capture of free or quasifree electrons (REC) into high-Z ions has been found to provide a wealth of information on the electron-photon interaction in the presence of strong fields [1, 2] . Most important, today, REC is an established tool for studying the time-reversed process, the elementary photoeffect, for one-and few-electron ions at high Z which can otherwise not be addressed in experiments [2] . As a consequence, most properties of the REC were the subject of detailed experimental and theoretical studies (see [2 -5] and references therein). However, a very important aspect of linear polarization so far has not been the subject of experimental investigations although the results of the angular-differential studies already indicate that REC may exhibit distinctive polarization features. Even for the time-reversed process and neutral heavy elements only very few experimental data are available [6, 7] . There, the results are strongly affected by electron scattering in the target and except at very high photon energies (above 1 MeV) an unambiguous interpretation of the data is hampered by distortion effects caused by the solid targets used [7] . In contrast, these effects are completely absent in REC studies. Moreover, the polarization features of K-REC radiation have recently attracted particular attention because of its predicted sensitivity to a possible spin polarization of the particles involved in the collision (electrons or ions) [8] . As a consequence, the detection of the linear polarization of K-REC might be applied as an important tool for the control and diagnostics of the degree of the spin polarization of heavy ion beams confined in storage rings. Currently, such a technique is much needed for experiments aiming on a detection of parity nonconservation effects in highly charged ions and for the search of the electric dipole moment of heavy nuclei as proposed for a test of the standard model [9] [10] [11] . In this context, we like to emphasize that REC into the K shell is the most important charge exchange channel for heavy ions in collisions with light target atoms and, therefore, represents an intense source of radiation.
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In this Letter we report the first experimental study of the (linear) photon polarization of the REC radiation in ion-atom collisions. The investigations were conducted for bare uranium ions at various energies in the range between 100 and 400 MeV=u, using nitrogen as a target. A position sensitive germanium pixel detector [12] as Compton polarimeter, exploiting the polarization sensitivity of the Compton scattering process, was utilized. The principles of this technique are well established in -ray spectroscopy [13] , the application of a pixel array for polarimetry of energetic photons has the advantage that it provides a high detection efficiency in combination with a good energy resolution and position sensitivity [14, 15] . This novel experimental approach for the investigation of the projectile x-ray emission characteristics in heavy ion-atom collisions enabled us to measure for the very first time the polarization plane and the degree of (linear) polarization for K-REC radiation.
Following the Klein-Nishina formula, the differential cross section for Compton scattering of a photon with initial energy @! is given by
where @! 0 denotes the energy of the scattered photon and C and ' are the angles of the scattered photon with respect to the propagation direction of the incident radiation and its polarization plane (indicated by the vector in Fig. 1 ), respectively. As a consequence, for linearly polarized radiation, Compton scattering results in an almost dipolar angular distribution of the scattered photons with a maximum perpendicular to the polarization direction [13] . Experimentally, this distribution can be accessed by position sensitive detectors exploiting the fact that for our energies of interest the recoil electron is always stopped in the close vicinity to the initial interaction point. Therefore, an unambiguous identification of Compton events is attained by a coincident registration of the position and the energy for both the Compton recoil electron and the Compton scattered photon. Note, that the energy deposition, E, of the Compton recoil electron and the energy of the Compton scattered photon must add up always to the energy of the incident radiation. For the experiment REC transitions produced in collisions of U 92 ! N 2 were studied at the internal target of the ESR storage ring at the energies of 400, 200, 132, and 98 MeV=u, respectively. In case of energies lower than 400 MeV=u, the deceleration mode of the ESR was applied. For the details of ion beam preparation and the experimental environment at the ESR we refer to the literature [2] . At the high beam energy of 400 MeV=u, the polarimeter came into operation at the gas-jet scattering chamber of the ESR at observation angles of lab 90 and lab 60
, respectively. For the lower beam energies, this device was installed at 60 observation angle only. Each of the 16 individual pixels (pixel size: 7 7 mm 2 ), arranged in a 4 4 matrix, was equipped with an individual electronic readout using standard analogue and digital electronics. This electronic setup enabled us to record energy and time signals separately for each of the pixels with a typical energy resolution of close to 2 at 122 keV. In addition to the coincident registration of events occurring simultaneously in two of the pixels, x rays were also recorded in coincidence with the down-charged uranium ions as produced by REC from the target electrons. Downcharged U 91 particles were registered by a particle detector installed behind the first dipole magnet downstream of the gas-jet target.
In Fig. 1 the geometry of the detector arrangement is displayed with respect to the collision plane as defined by the projectile ion beam and the direction of the emitted REC photons. As an example, a scatter plot of events registered in coincidence between two pixels is displayed in the top part of Fig. 2 . These data were taken under 90 for 400 MeV=u U 92 ! N 2 collisions. In the figure, the large number of events in the diagonal corresponds to events with a (constant) sum energy equal to the K-REC transition, i.e., for E K-REC E @! 0 . It is worthwhile to mention that, for our initial energies (E K-REC 250 keV), the condition E < @! 0 is always fulfilled. The latter also explains the two well-separated maxima visible within the scatter plot. One pixel measures the energy of the Compton recoil electron (E) and the other one records the energy of the scattered photon (@! 0 ) or vice versa. We note, that the less pronounced and washed out diagonal visible at the sum energy of about 150 keV is caused by REC into the L and M shell of the projectile. Beside the scatter plot representation, it is instructive to display the corresponding , the K-REC photon energy amounts to 240 keV. Bottom: x-ray spectra reconstructed from the sum of the electron recoil energy (E) and the energy @! 0 of the Compton scattered photon. While the shaded area depicts the sum energy spectrum for scattering within the collision plane (' 0 ), the white area (' 90 ) refers to scattering orthogonal to it.
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223202-2 sum energy spectra. In the bottom part of Fig. 2 , sample sum energy spectra (E @! 0 ) for the observation angle of 90 at 400 MeV=u U 92 ! N 2 collisions are shown. While the shaded area depicts the sum energy spectrum for scattering within the collision plane (' 0 ), the white area (' 90 ) refers to scattering orthogonal to it. Following Fig. 2 , Compton scattering of the K-REC radiation perpendicular to the collision plane appears strongly enhanced compared to the scattering into the parallel direction and the effect of polarization shows up particularly pronounced for the intensity ratio. We note, that within the detector the scattering angle ' is defined by the relative position of the two pixels involved. Because of the matrix structure of the pixel arrangement there is always a further combination of two pixels with the angle ' 90 which exhibits the same scattering geometry (solid angle, distance). Therefore, experimentally, this fact allows for an internal intensity normalization I ' =I '90 which reduces substantially the influence of possible systematic uncertainties. Here the most important effects to mention are the absorption efficiency and the solid angle correction for the scattered photons, both effects which cancel out completely for the case of the intensity ratio. For the particular case of the 90 observation angle at 400 MeV=u, we plot in Fig. 3 the normalized intensity distribution I ' =I '90 as function of the scattering angle ' (compare solid points) [16] . In the figure, a strong intensity variation for Compton scattering as function of the scattering angle is observed. Note, because for neighboring pixels coincident events might have also been produced by charge splitting or electronic cross talk, such pixel combinations were not considered.
The degree of linear polarization was derived on the basis of the following formula:
Here, the differential cross section d=d ' corresponds to the Klein-Nishina formula [compare Eq. (1)], except for the cos 2 ' term which was replaced by the expression Pd 1 2 1 ÿ d dcos 2 ' in order to account for the partially polarized nature of the photon beam where d denotes the fraction of linearly polarized photons. Note for d 0 and d 1, the corresponding Klein-Nishina formulas for unpolarized and completely polarized photon beams are restored. In addition, the theoretical distribution was convoluted by the detector response function in order to account for detector specific effects. The most important correction introduced here was due to the finite size of the detector segmentation. For completeness, also the Compton profile of the electrons bound in the germanium atoms, Rayleigh scattering, and the uncertainty in the depletion depth of the detector were considered (14 1 mm). Information about the detector response was derived by laboratory measurements using standard radioactive sources ( 133 Ba, 169 Yb and 182 Ta) and by numerical simulations. The overall uncertainty associated with these corrections can be estimated to be of the order of 3% or less. Finally, by taking into account the detector response, Eq. (2) was adjusted to the experimental data by the least square method using the MINUIT software package [17] . Within this algorithm, d was treated as a free fit parameter. As a redundancy check, the response of the detector to polarized radiation was computed using the wellestablished EGS4 Monte Carlo detector simulation code [18, 19] and compared with the experimental data. In Fig. 3 , as an example, we compare the experimental intensity distribution with the result obtained by the procedure discussed above (solid line), which corresponds to a linear polarization of 79% 8% for the observed K-REC radiation. The results of the EGS4 simulation code for the detector response on 79% linearly polarized radiation are also given (see open circles in Fig. 3 ). As seen in the figure, the experimental data turn out to be in good agreement with the simulation, showing pronounced maxima perpendicular to the collision plane whereas minima occur parallel to this plane. The latter finding is consistent with the fact that both particles involved into the collision, the electron and the ion, are not spin polarized [8] . Table I shows the degree of linear polarization for the various ion beam energies and observation angles ( lab ) used in the experiment along with the corresponding emis- sion angles in the moving frame ( em ) in comparison with theoretical predictions [3] [4] [5] . The experimental uncertainties are mainly of statistical nature (5% and larger). As seen from Table I , the K-REC radiation appears to be strongly polarized within the collision plane. However, the degree of linear polarization becomes smaller as the projectile energy is increased, an effect which is seen, in particular, at the observation angle lab 60 . In fact, a very similar decrease of the polarization has been predicted recently in rigorous relativistic calculations [3] [4] [5] . In these computations, attention was paid to the nondipole contributions to the electron-photon interaction, which become more pronounced for the higher collision energies and, hence, lead to a depolarization of the emitted radiation. As seen from Fig. 4 , the nondipolar effects are expected to reduce the degree of linear polarization of the K-REC photons over all photon emission angles in the moving frame em when compared with the nonrelativistic theory where the degree of polarization is always 100%. Here it is instructive to point out the consistency of our findings with the predictions made for the inverse reaction, the photoionization of the 1s state in uranium, as it has been reported (compare Fig. 3 in Ref. [20] ). Also these computations show a decrease in polarization with increasing energy as higher multipole and relativistic effects come into play. Finally, we note that for high collisions energies T p 500 MeV=u and for a photon emission in forward direction a fully relativistic treatment of the electron-photon interaction predicts a negative (degree of) linear polarization already known from theoretical photoionization studies [21, 22] . In summary, we reported a first experimental study of the linear polarization of REC transitions. For the case of the K shell of bare uranium, the radiation is found to be strongly polarized, depending on both the emission angle and the collision energy. The agreement found with rigorous relativistic calculations also indicates that one may even expect a 100% polarization of the radiation for the case of low-and medium-Z ions at moderate nonrelativistic energies. To the best of our knowledge, there is no other atomic collision process known which exhibits such an extraordinary degree of polarization for a monochromatic hard x-ray transition.
